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TAILGATE HINGES • SUPPORTS
HINGES

Steel reproduction hinges, black ............ 0255-BL ............. $7.50 ea
Genuine Ford hinges are junk, we suggest ours, if you just must go
strictly original let us search out a half decent pair.
Aluminum hinges
Nice, squared off look ............................. 0256-AL ............ $55.00 pr
Our hinge, polished stainless ................. 0257-PS ............ $29.95 pr
This is the best buy, nice stamping, nice polish.
Disappearing tailgate hinges................... 0269 .................. $79.95 pr
Simple and very slick, these virtually disappear when painted to
match. Complete kit with hardware. Requires welding to bed post.
Hinges with built in support .................... 0264 ............... $370.00 ea
Stainless, holds gate up, no chains, straps, or cables. Support is
built into hinge, clean custom look! Very cool, very expensive

USA

NUTSERT FOR HINGES
Install tool ................................................... 80104 ................. $8.00 ea
Nutserts, 1/4-20 (4)..................................... 80249 .................$3.75 set

TAILGATE HINGE BOLT KITS
All kits are polished stainless and include acorn nuts where threads
show. This kit mounts the gate hinges only or tail lights only, if doing
both see kits below.
Polished hex, bed with taps ........................ 80246-PX ..........$10.00 kit
Polished button, bed with taps.................... 80246-PB ..........$12.00 kit
Plain zinc, stock .......................................... 80246-Z ..............$4.00 kit
Polished hex, bed with no taps ................... 80245-PX ..........$12.50 kit
Polished button, bed with no taps............... 80245-PB ..........$14.50 kit

See page 57 for tailgate plus tail light bolt kits
POWER TAILGATE KIT
Cable driven, raises and lowers tailgate at a touch of the button. All
parts are aluminum or stainless. Includes switch, or get fancy and add
the remote! Tailgate not included!
Power tailgate kit ........................................ 0280 ............... $495.00 ea
Power gate remote kit, ADD ....................... 0280-AR......... $150.00 ea

TAILGATE CHAINS
Stock with black rubber covers ................... 0252 .................. $69.95 pr
Polished stainless with black covers .......... 0252-PL .......... $120.00 pr
Polished stainless with clear covers ........... 0252-PSC ....... $150.00 pr
Chrome with black covers .......................... 0252-CH ........... $69.95 pr
China, chrome not up to par, but competitors sell so here they are.
Long bed, polished, clear covers ................ F2-0255-PS .... $150.00 pr

TAILGATE CHAIN COVERS
Stock black rubber ...................................... 0254-B ................ $8.90 pr
Clear vinyl covers ....................................... 0254-CL .............. $8.90 pr
Vinyl covers, match upholstery colors ........ 0254-(color) ...... $10.00 pr
Fuzzy .......................................................... 0254-FZ ............ $12.00 pr
Yes fuzzy, protects paint, easy on and off, not water proof of course
but just slip on and off, handy on seat belts too.
TAILGATE LATCH BUMPERS ................. 0253 .................... $4.35 pr

USA

EYE BOLT FINISH ACORN
For stainless chains, chrome ...................... 80252-PS ............ $4.00 pr
For stock chains, chrome ........................... 80252-PLN.......... $4.00 pr
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Supports similar to ones used on hidden support tailgate on previous
page. Fits regular gate or any aftermarket gate with a double wall in
this area. Complete with hardware and template. Very sturdy.
Zinc plated steel ......................................... 0267 .................. $65.00 pr
Polished stainless ....................................... 0267-PS .......... $125.00 pr
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